
This document describes the use of cookies on the http://www.ispartner.lv  website. The 
document specifies the purpose for which the cookies are used, including the right of 
users to choose the use of cookies according to their own needs and discretion.

Cookies help to secure, enhance and protect the services provided by Industry Service 
Partner by providing solutions that are more appropriate to the user's needs. Cookies 
also provide a convenient and secure website experience.

What are cookies?

Cookies are the data files sent from the website and stored on the user’s device: 
computer, smartphone, or tablet by the user’s browser (Google Chrome, Internet 
Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.). Most commonly, cookies are used in user authorization 
systems. With the help of cookies, websites can also provide personalized settings for the 
web user.

Cookies typically contain the following information:

•    The name of the website;
•    The storage time on the device;
•    The unique number.
 
The user may at any time disable or restrict the use of cookies, but without cookies it will 
not be possible to fully use all the features of http://www.ispartner.lv/ website. 

What cookies are used by http://www.ispartner.lv?

The Industry Service Partner website uses several types of cookies. They differ in terms of 
storage time and purpose of use of cookies. Over time, cookies may be updated and 
adjusted to improve the quality of our services. Cookie statistics may also be obtained 
from Industry Service Partner sites.

What is the purpose of the use of cookies?

•    To provide and maintain the services provided by the Industry Service Partner, and their fair use;
  •  To ensure the security of the website;
•    To collect usage statistics and perform analysis;
•    To develop the most suitable offers for the client's needs.

The cookie-related information is not used to personally identify the user of the page.
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What is the importance of the third-party cookies?

The third-party cookie information may be used on the Industry Service Partner website. 
The user may also see relevant offers on Industry Service Partner affiliate sites and 
resources.

The most commonly used tools for such analysis are:

•   Google Inc. tools like Google Analytics, Doubleclick, Google Tag Manager, and 
GA Audiences. You can read more about these tools and their privacy policies at 
https://policies.google.com/privacy  (Google Analytics Privacy) and 
https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/gb.html  (Google Analytics Terms)

•    Facebook Ireland ltd. tools like Facebook Custom Audience and Facebook Connect. You 
can read more about this tool at https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/update 
(Facebook Privacy Policy).

How can a user choose and change the use of cookies?

If you do not want your devices to use cookies, you can change your browser security 
settings. Changes to the settings must be made for each browser individually. Note that 
the settings may vary not only for different browsers, but also for browser versions.

Without the approval of the use of cookies on the Industry Service Partner website, you 
will not be able to make full use of the services offered by the Industry Service Partner.

You can read more about EU cookie regulation and laws at
http://ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/index_en.htm 
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